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This month, I ask every Rotary club 

to help End Polio Now by marking 

World Polio Day on October 24. Last 

year, thousands of Rotary clubs

Around the world held events to 

raise awareness and funds for polio 

eradication. This year, we want to 

see more World Polio Day events 

registered than ever. If you have an 

event planned, be sure to register 

and promote it at endpolio.org so 

that more people can take part. 

World Polio Day is a tremendous 

opportunity for clubs to highlight 

Rotary, and our historic work to 

eradicate polio, in their own 

communities.

- Barry Rassin, RI President

If we are to be effective in our local community, 
it is important for us to be engaged and relevant 
to the community that we are located in. 
By becoming an active member in the local area, 
not only can we increase the recognition of our 
Club and Rotary, but we can also meet the people 
that make up the very community that we operate in. 
These people are our very direct base of volunteers and donors, 
and our Club needs to recognise them and appreciate their efforts 
in supporting our cause.
Some ideas:

1. Encourage Discussion To Forge Relationships
We may not know it all or have every answer but we certainly can have a "PhD," 
aka "Passion to have a Discussion." By putting ourselves out there and having 
discussions with a wide range of stakeholders, we are able to find opportunities 
that align with what they are telling us matters to them. This ultimately creates 
deeper relationships both in terms of money and time. 
2. Participate In Local Events
City of Wanneroo and others offer local events -- such as festivals and 
community events that involve local businesses -- so this is a great place to get a 
booth and get to know the community. It raises awareness and provides a face 
for our Club. We can share takeaway content to help those we met and who 
remember us and come back to our online presence to learn more. 
3. Be A Partner For Your Community
One of the keys to engaging local communities is to understand the issues that 
affect them the most. As an organisation, if a goal is to increase volunteers 
and/or giving, the community must view us as a partner that will be there long 
term with their concerns in mind. 
4. Target The Leaders On The Ground
Target the leaders and influencers working on the ground -- an insider 
recommendation will always carry more weight. Give first before asking! Start by 
providing value to the leaders and community members. Once we show that we 
are there to do good, these leaders will shout from the rooftops about us, and 
community members are much more likely to respond to our communications 
and outreach. 
5. Inform Your Neighbours
Consider hosting events, trainings and seminars. Give members a chance to 
practice their pitches and teach about what they do best while promoting our 
organization. Limit the attendees to our events with an RSVP list and bring folks 
in via posts to Facebook, local papers, and online happenings. 
6. Leverage The Community For Knowledge
In schools, we should leverage the community by getting the parents involved in 
a non-traditional way of volunteering. Many of the parents offer unique life 
experiences and skills that should be highlighted with students to bring 
community issues into the classroom. The school places value in parents' 
knowledge to provide various views around resolutions to these community 
problems. - continued
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It's now Mental Health Month and World Mental 

Health Day is 1 WEEK AWAY. That's when Australian 

Rotary Health will be celebrating Hat Day 

to #LiftTheLid on Mental Illness.

Our guest speaker was our own Andrea Folkard who 
enlightened us about the Paint the Town Read (PTTR) 
programme. 

The objective of this programme is to encourage everyone in 
the community to talk, read, sing, rhyme and play with bub 
from birth so that they are ready for reading and writing at 
school.
More than 20% of Australian children arrive at school without 
the skills necessary to make the most of their early 
education.
In some communities the figure is much higher. Research 
shows that no matter how good their subsequent teaching, 
these children can fall further and further behind. They may 
struggle with literacy, employment, health and happiness for 
the rest of their lives.

Paint the Town REaD works to overcome this by 
motivating communities across Australia to read with their 
children so they’re ready to learn to read at school.
PTTR partners with local agencies to form Paint the Town 
REaD groups in their communities. 
Each group organises its own year-round reading events and 
thinks about encouraging their community to read in 
everything they do.

The programme  is currently running throughout Australia but 
there is nothing to the north of Mirrabooka in the northern 
suburbs of Perth.
Rotary could help by becoming a partner in setting up contact 
with schools, libraries, community groups to help in the 
introduction of PTTR in our area.

President Jessica opened the meeting at 6:35 advising of 
apologies from a number of members.

Correspondence received included a letter from Mayor Tracy 
Roberts about the City’s Christmas Appeal.

Business matters addressed were as follows:
• The Board has decided to defer the decision on re-launch 

of the Swap Mart until the New Year.
• The 4 Way Test Speech Competition selection went well 

and the three student speakers were excellent.
• The Club has been asked to do a sausage sizzle to help 

Unique Support Services on 3rd November. David will draw 
up a roster.

• A list of possible projects derived during a meeting 
between President Jessica and Mayor Tracy was 
circulated and members have been asked to comment and 
see where they might assist.

• The Wanneroo Show is on 23rd and 24th November and 
members will be required for the roster. It appears that 
many entry tickets are being sold online this year.

• At present, the Club’s “stuff” is being stored at the OKSC 
and we may be asked to move this material. Fiona advised 
that her mother’s home in Yanchep might be an 
alternative.

• RCM accounts need to be audited and, as agreed at the 
AGM, Clive Bain will be the auditor.

President Jessica than called upon Andrea, our guest 
speaker, to give us a talk about Paint the Town Read. 
The meeting closed at 8:05pm

10th October



One of the ongoing challenges in Rotary is 
maintaining

a healthy level of membership. 
My club of Haute Rive is no exception. We started the 

club in 2014 with 20 members, and despite the fact that we have gained 
new members since then, we’ve also lost a few. So much so that 
membership fell to just 18 as of 1 July 2017. Fortunately, our leadership 
team was proactive and began forming a plan to address the situation.

1. As club president, some of the responsibility fell upon me to 
understand the situation. It was clear we couldn’t approach 
recruitment the same way we had been from the beginning, asking 
members to suggest their friends and business partners. We needed 
a more defined and deliberate strategy. I began looking into many 
different options, and we decided to pursue a couple of different 
strategies.

2. We opened our meetings to guests from the community by 
deliberately organizing talks on topics that would interest non-
members, like the environment, our laws and constitution, and 
current events. These gave people a no-risk opportunity to attend a 
Rotary meeting while giving us an occasion to share with them what 
we do. This proved to be successful beyond our expectations, and at 
the same time, enhanced the image of Rotary in our community.

3. After much research, we also decided to pursue a satellite club. This 
required considerable planning and explanation, because there were 
many Rotarians in our district who did not know what these are — a 
group of members connected to the main club who meet at a 
separate time and location. But after much discussion and an 
extensive amount of info sharing, we had an enthusiastic group of 
people, and we formed a core team with the help of a Rotaract club 
we sponsor. As of June, we had organized the first satellite club in our 
district.

With these strategies, and the hard work and determination of our 
members, we ended the year with a 100 percent increase in membership, 
and five more prospective members visiting our club.

A club’s health is, of course, not just a question of numbers. But having 
more members does help create enthusiasm and increase participation in 
projects and events.

In this journey, we developed quite a few tools that helped us implement 
our plan, including some slideshow presentations, answers to frequently 
asked question, and more that we would be happy to share with any 
interested clubs by contacting me at rotary@gajeelee.com. If you are willing 
to address your situation, and put in the time and research, it is possible to 
achieve a 100 percent membership increase.

By Dinesh Gajeelee, 

Rotary Club of Haute Rive, Mauritius

3 steps to a 100 percent 

membership increase 7. Let Ambassadors Lead The Way
One of the best things any nonprofit can do to get the 
local community involved is to pull together a 
dedicated and energised group of individuals who will, 
as ambassadors of the organization, go out and 
engage the people. Word of mouth, especially when 
it's passionate, is still one of the most effective ways to 
get folks interested and involved in just about 
anything. 
8. Be Consistent And Get Involved
Our responsibility is to not just advocate for the 
mission of our Club but to be a voice for the broader 
Rotary service delivery system that supports 
disadvantaged, disenfranchised and vulnerable 
populations. Leadership is transactional and 
transformative in creating cohesion throughout the 
community. Be consistent and involved, promoting 
opportunities for giving and volunteering. 
9. Create Mutually Beneficial Opportunities
The key to engaging with the local community is to 
make sure that our activities are mutually beneficial 
for community members and Rotary and the Club. To 
get people engaged, it is important that people feel 
fulfilled for their effort, so whether you are working 
with a volunteer or with students doing a service 
project, make sure to know what is important to them 
and what will make them proud. 

However, action on tasks such as the above is no 
mean feat and requires dedication and time.

Source: Forbes Nonprofit Council

20-21 October

HBF Arena Joondalup

“I finally figured out how to make a million dollars in the 

real estate business. You start out with two million.”



Rotary, like any business, has 
customers. For us, those 
customers are our members and 

we must provide value to assure satisfied customers. 
The key to attracting and retaining young 
professional “customers” is presenting a Value 
Proposition that is attractive.

In a previous post, I discussed the Young Professional 
(YP) Membership Development project I took on in 
District 6930. I put together a survey of ten 
questions designed to get at the core of what brought 
those members into Rotary, why they stay, what they 
want, and what challenges they face. From this, we 
learned that young professionals are looking for 
networking and mentorship, but have concerns about 
time, money, and family commitments. Fortunately, 
Rotary has considerable value to offer in all of those 
areas.
Networking:Networking:Networking:Networking: Many young professionals are looking 
for business, and that’s OK. People do business with 
those they know, like, and trust. Rotary can help 
there, as long as expectations are set from the 
beginning.
Leadership:Leadership:Leadership:Leadership: Through Rotary, young professionals are 
able to establish themselves as leaders in the 
community. Their values can be made clear; they give 
back, and learn to work with others. “Come, join us, 
be a leader.” This is a strong value proposition for the 
young professional.
Mentorship:Mentorship:Mentorship:Mentorship: Many of our young professionals are 
also interested in working with current community 
leaders and in being mentored. How many of your 
club members could provide this value?
Time & money:Time & money:Time & money:Time & money: Clubs have increasing flexibility to 
address the time and money issue in ways they see 
fit, ways that are adapted to their unique 
communities and challenges. Some examples include 
corporate memberships, and “Rule of 35” 
memberships which allow members under the age of 
35 to pay a reduced rate that just covers dues to RI 
and the meals they attend.
Family Commitments:Family Commitments:Family Commitments:Family Commitments: Family is important, and there 
may be no better place for a young professional to 
spend quality time with their family, while teaching 
kids valuable life lessons in service. We say, families 
welcome!

Once we have identified the value our clubs have, the 
key is to get that message out. Again, like any 
business, we need to develop a coordinated 
marketing plan to “sell” our club to young 
professionals in the community. A Young 
Professionals Committee is a good start, but I’ll save 
more on that topic for a future blog post.

Polio is an intestinal virus that is 
spread through contact with the 

faeces of an infected person, which 
can contaminate water or food.

WHAT VALUE DOES YOUR CLUB HAVE 

FOR YOUNG PROFESSIONALS?

By Michael Walstrom, President of 

the Rotary Club of Downtown Boca 

Raton, Florida 



 Ethernet is a registered trademark of Xerox, 
Unix is a registered trademark of AT&T.

 Bill Gates' first business was Traff-O-Data, 
a company that created machines which recorded the number 
of cars passing a given point on a road. 

 The first fossilized specimen of Australopithecus afarenisiswas 
named Lucy after the paleontologists' favorite song "Lucy in the 
Sky with Diamonds," by the Beatles.

 Every year about 98% of atoms in your body are replaced.
 Hot water is heavier than cold.
 Plutonium -first weighed on August 20th, 1942, by University of 

Chicago scientists Glenn Seaborg and his colleagues -was the 
first man-made element.

 If you went out into space, you would explode before you 
suffocated because there's no air pressure.

 Sound travels 15 times faster through steel than through the air.
 Starch is used as a binder in the production of paper. It is the use 

of a starch coating that controls ink penetration when printing. 
Cheaper papers do not use as much starch, and this is why your 
elbows get black when you are leaning over your morning paper.

 A group of twelve or more cows is called a flink.
 The 57 on Heinz ketchup bottle represents the varieties of pickle 

the company once had. 
 Your stomach produces a new layer of mucus every two weeks -

otherwise it will digest itself.
 Orcas (killer whales) kill sharks by torpedoing up into the shark's 

stomach from underneath, causing the shark to explode. 
 Beetles taste like apples, wasps like pine nuts, and worms like 

fried bacon.
 Right handed people live, on average, nine years longer than left-

handed people. 
 In France, it is legal to marrya dead person

Chess Praised For Having A Strong 

Female Protagonist

In a much-needed win for female gamers, the thousand-year-old 
game of chess has been praised for having a strong female 
protagonist.

The two-player strategy game features 16 pieces per side each 
with different moves and abilities but it is only the Queen that is 
able to move in any direction she wants, making her the most 
powerful piece on the board.

“This is such a win,” stated gaming journalist Lindsey Brock.
“She doesn’t even have a skimpy outfit on or a massive pair of 
breasts.”

Surprisingly it turns out not all of the gaming community are happy 
about the chess equality renaissance with many brave and 
anonymous commentators accusing the 9th century Indians who 
invented chess of being part of the ‘PC brigade.’
“It’s not equality if the king can hardly do anything,” stated 
anonymous gamer whoRRcares.

“Man does nothing while the woman goes around and does all the 
work? Explain to me how that’s realistic. Using logic if you can 
thanks.”

Likewise, the Tumblr gaming community is calling for a boycott of 
chess citing the inherent racism of the white team always moving 
first as a prime example of white feminism.

THE DISTRICT CONFERENCE

Most Rotarians have never attended a Rotary district conference. They 

have not experienced one of the most enjoyable and rewarding 

privileges of Rotary membership.

A district conference is for all club members and their spouses, not just 

for club officers and committee members. The purpose of a district 

conference is for fellowship, good fun, inspirational speakers and 

discussion of matters which make one's Rotary membership more 

meaningful. Every person who attends a district conference finds that 

being a Rotarian becomes even more rewarding because of the new 

experiences, insights and acquaintances developed at the conference. 

Those who attend a conference enjoy going back, year after year.



ROMAC in New Zealand and Australia enlists 

assistance from medical experts, hospitals, nurses, 

physiotherapists, pathology and radiology services, 

airlines, sponsors and other supporters. Today 

ROMAC is providing surgical treatment to around 50 

children from Oceania every year – we are making a 

huge difference in their lives.

Mission Statement
ROMAC provides surgical treatment for children in 

Australia and New Zealand from developing 

countries from our Pacific region in the form of life 

giving and/or dignity restoring surgery not accessible 

to them in their home country.

Objectives
 Provide hope and restore dignity to transform a 

child’s life

 Provide the best possible surgical and medical 

expertise

 Engage Rotary and the community at all levels to 

fund and support the ROMAC cause

 To maintain and improve the quality of the 

management process and ensure high quality 

governance of the ROMAC program

A consultant is ...

• someone who takes the watch off your wrist and tells you the time.

• a man who knows 99 ways to make love, but doesn't know any 

women.

• someone who is called in at the last moment and paid enormous 

amounts of money to assign the blame.

A community, defined in its simplest terms, is a group of 

people who have something in common. But in real life, it is 

something far more complex than that. Each member — every 

individual, group, organisation, and business — draws benefits 

from the community in many different ways. For a community to 

thrive, each of its members must honor a commitment to 

contribute to the well-being of the whole by returning those 

benefits in kind.

Rotarians recognise the importance of giving back to the 

community. After all, Community Service is one of the Four 

Avenues of Service. Every Rotary club and every Rotarian 

assumes a responsibility to find ways to improve the quality of 

life for those in their communities and to serve the public interest. 

When those efforts are effective, they not only contribute to the 

greater good, they also promote Rotary's positive image.

What makes a community service effort effective? Relevance. A 

community service project must address a real, current 

community concern or issue. Rotary clubs should start by 

surveying their communities to find out where help is needed. 

Once a club has listened to its community, it can begin to 

envision effective responses to problems.

November – date to be 
advised

23/24 November 

Wanneroo Show – volunteers

required to man gate 1

“Nightmare before Christmas”“Nightmare before Christmas”“Nightmare before Christmas”“Nightmare before Christmas”
The evening begins when you are greeted by our 
Butler and your MC for the night, and offered a 
Glass of Champagne and the time to mingle with 
other guests in the Foyer, before the doors 
open at 7pm to the function room and you are 
invited to take your ticketed table seat.

Our self-awarded in-club MICHELIN 
star chefs/cooks begin your culinary experience 
as the music from Alley Katz plays in the 
background, before the team that brought you 
Redfoot Cabaret will join you for dinner and a 
toast of thanksgiving and fun skits before you 
kick of your shoes and dance the night away.
So dust off the cobwebs put on some dark 
makeup get dressed for the theme, make it your 
Christmas party, get your friends, work 
colleagues together now and help support Rotary 
Club of Capricorn Coast projects.


